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Abstract. The short working distance of microscope objectives has
severely restricted the application of optical micromanipulation tech-
niques at larger depths. We show the first use of fiber-optic tweezers
toward controlled guidance of neuronal growth cones and stretching
of neurons. Further, by mode locking, the fiber-optic tweezers beam
was converted to fiber-optic scissors, enabling dissection of neuronal
processes and thus allowing study of the subsequent response of neu-
rons to localized injury. At high average powers, lysis of a three-
dimensionally trapped cell was accomplished. © 2008 Society of Photo-
Optical Instrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.2983663�
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Introduction

ptical scissors and tweezers have been tools of the biologist
or over two decades.1,2 Recently, the application of optically
ased micromanipulation has led to an explosion of new ap-
lications. In particular, optical tweezers and scissors have
ad a major impact on the fields of biophysics3,4 and colloidal
cience,5 with applications ranging from measurement of
orce at the single molecule level6–9 to disease diagnosis10 to
herapeutic applications11 in the field of assisted reproductive
herapy �ART�. Recently, while optical tweezers have been
hown to enhance and guide neuronal growth,12,13 femtosec-
nd laser scissors have been employed for axotomy of neu-
ons, allowing measurement of the regeneration process.14 In
ontrast to the short working distance of the high numerical
perture �NA� microscope objectives, optical tweezers and
cissors based on a single optical fiber will enable microma-
ipulation at much larger depths and thus open up additional
venues for biophysics and nanoscience research. While no
eport exists on single-fiber scissors, earlier attempts to trap in
hree dimensions using a single optical fiber have not been
uccessful, even with a hemispherical lens built on the tip of
ber.15,16 This failure is presumably due to the dominance of

he scattering force in the axial direction. While particle trap-
ing using a single fiber probe with an annular light
istribution17 required balance of opposing optical and elec-
rostatic forces, recently, pure-optical 3-D trapping was dem-
nstrated using a tapered18 and axicon-tip fiber.19

In this report, we show that by microshaping of the axicon
ber tip, effective three-dimensional �3-D� trapping and
icro-dissection is possible. We demonstrate the use of the
ber-optic tweezers for neuronal stretching and directed ax-
nal growth guidance and fiber-optic scissors for dissection of
euronal growth cones and rapid cellular lysis.

These authors contributed equally.
Address all correspondence to Samarendra Mohanty, University of California-
rvine, Beckman Laser Institute, Irvine, CA 92612, India; E-mail:
mohanty@uci.edu
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2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Fabrication of Axicon-Tip Fiber
A single-mode optical fiber appropriate for 800 nm was used
for preparing the axicon-tip fiber. One end of the mechani-
cally cleaved bare single-mode fiber was dipped into 48%
hydrofluoric �HF� acid containing a protective layer �e.g.,
Toluene� at the top. As described by Hoffmann et al.,20 the
cone angle of the fiber tip is determined by the contact angle
of HF with the fiber. The etching process is self-terminating,
and the cone angle is influenced by the liquid used as a pro-
tection layer. The small cone angle fiber tip has been used
earlier for in-depth trapping of low-index microscopic
objects.21 For varying the tip cone angle over a wider range
�e.g., for 60 deg and 90 deg� and for mechanical rigidity, a
two-step etching technique22 was employed. After the first
selective chemical etching step, the tapered region has a cone
angle of 30 deg, and the diameter at the end of the fiber is
found to be about 40 �m. The etching time was 100 min. The
second step with a selective etching solution22 having higher
volume ratio of NH4F results in a sharp apex with a cone
angle of �90 deg with an etching time of about 140 min. The
shape of the tip was optimized considering different experi-
mental conditions. For example, while using it �in an almost
horizontal plane� for neuronal growth enhancement, by
lengthening the fiber tip region, contact between the cladding
of the fiber and the substrate on which cells were grown could
be avoided. Figure 1�a� shows a typical axicon-tip fiber. Scan-
ning electron microscopy �SEM� imaging of the fiber tip
showed reproducible high-quality fiber tips �data not shown�.

2.2 Experimental Setup
The experimental setup �Fig. 1�b�� consists of a TEM00 mode
output of Ti:Sapphire laser beam �780 nm, Coherent, Inc.,
Santa Clara, California�. The beam is expanded using a 6�
beam expander and coupled to the single-mode optical fiber

1083-3668/2008/13�5�/054049/7/$25.00 © 2008 SPIE
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sing a 20� objective �FC�, and the tip of the fiber was
ounted on a mechanical micromanipulator �MM� in order to

ave 3-D movement controls. In mode locking, the pulse du-
ation is �200 fs �frequency 76 MHz� as measured by the
anufacturer �using autocorrelation�. The spectral width

measured using a spectrometer, Model No. SM24, CVI Spec-
ral Porducts, Putnam, Connecticut� of the mode-locked laser
eam coming out of the fiber �length 80 cm� was found to
ecrease �1.1 nm�, implying broadening of the pulse. A
0� microscope objective �M.O.� was used to image the
eam profile as well as manipulation events onto the CCD
amera using a 200-mm focal length tube lens. The sample
hamber was transilluminated using a halogen lamp through a
ondenser lens. An infrared �IR� cutoff filter �CF� was used to
lock the laser beam reaching the CCD. Images of the ma-
ipulation of objects were digitized using a frame grabber and
omputer. Moving the objective for a range of 10 �m with a
esolution of 2 �m, a series of images of transverse beam
rofiles were recorded for different tip cone angle fibers.

.3 Calibration of Trapping Stiffness
o determine the stiffness �Ktrap� of fiber optic tweezers, we
sed the equipartition theorem method,3 Ktrap=1 /2KBT / �X2�,
here KB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature
f the medium in which the particle is suspended. The chief
dvantage of this method is that knowledge of the viscous
rag coefficient is not required and therefore neither is the
articles geometry or fluid viscosity. Polystyrene beads of
-�m diameter were trapped and used for calibration of the

Ti: sapphire laser

(a)

FC

ig. 1 �a� Microscopic image of the tapered tip with 60-deg cone a
irrors; M.O.: microscope objective; SC: sample chamber; CON: con
F: IR cutoff filter; TL: tube lens.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 054049-
fiber optic tweezers. The positions of the particle in the trap
were detected using a centroid detection method.23 A software
program on LabView platform was developed for quick
analysis of a large number of images. Region of interest �ROI�
selection and thresholding was carried out in order to reject
background images.

2.4 Cell Culture

NG108 Neuroblastoma and Chinese hamster ovary �CHO�
cells were obtained from American Type Culture Collection
�Manassas, Virginia�. These were grown in Dulbecco’s modi-
fied Eagle medium �DMEM� and Rosewell Park Institute me-
dium �RPMI� supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum,
respectively �Invitrogen, Calsbad California�. Cultures were
maintained at 37°C with 5% CO2 supplementation. For cells
to be trapped or stretched in the single-fiber optical stretcher,
single-cell suspensions �CHO and NG108� were obtained by
incubating the cells with 0.25% trypsin-EDTA solution at
37°C for 4 min. After detaching, the activity of trypsin-
EDTA was diluted by adding fresh culture medium. This treat-
ment causes the cells to stay suspended as isolated cells for a
few hours. The neuronal growth cone guidance experiments
were performed at 37°C. Use of external CO2 supplementa-
tion was avoided by use of pH-stabilized medium �through
addition of 10 mM Hepes� in the neuron growth and dissec-
tion experiment.
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b� Single-fiber optical tweezers and scissors setup. M1, M2: folding
; HAL: halogen lamp; FC: fiber coupler; MM: motorized manipulator;
M1
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Results and Discussion
.1 Measurement of Transverse and Axial Trapping

Stiffness
igure 2�a� shows 3-D trapping of a polystyrene particle �re-
ractive index=1.59, diameter 2 �m� using a 90-deg cone
ngle fiber tip �see also Video 1��. Translation of the fiber led
o transportation of the particle �Fig. 2�b��. Figure 2�c� shows

easured transverse trapping force at different trap beam
owers for the 2-�m polystyrene particle. For a fixed beam
ower, the transverse trapping stiffness was found to be quite
igh �5.7 pN /�m at beam power of 25 mW� as compared to
he axial trapping stiffness �1.4 pN /�m� for the 2-�m poly-
tyrene particle. The slope of the graphs for the transverse and

a

5µm

b

ig. 2 �a� Image of a trapped 2-�m polystyrene particle �circled�. �b� T
easured stiffness along axial and transverse directions for the 2-�m

ideo 1 Video showing 3-D trapping of a 2-�m polystyrene particle
sing a 90-deg cone angle fiber tip. Transportation of the particle can
e achieved by translation of the fiber. Video corresponds to data in
igs. 2�a� and 2�b�. Resolution is 320�240 �MPEG, �2 MB�. �URL:
ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1117/1.2983663.1�.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 054049-
axial directions was found to be 0.056 and
0.22 pN /�m /mW, respectively.

3.2 Trapping and Lysis of Mammalian Cells
In Fig. 3, we show how a single axicon-tip fiber can be de-
ployed to perform optical trapping as well as lysis of biologi-
cal cells. The cell �CHO�, distant from the fiber tip �marked
by an arrow in Fig. 3�a��, is attracted toward the fiber tip �Fig.
3�b�� at a power of 95 mW and was stably trapped very close
to the axicon tip �Fig. 3�c��. The trapped cell could be trans-
ported to a new location �Figs. 3�d� and 3�e�� by maneuvering
the fiber tip. Switching the laser beam on and off alternatively
allowed the cell to move close �Fig. 3�g�� or away �Fig. 3�f��
from the fiber tip, ruling out the possibility of nonoptical at-
traction between the cell and the fiber. By mode locking the
near-infrared �NIR� laser beam, femtosecond pulses
��200 fs, 76 MHz� could be delivered, and the same fiber
probe could be used for lysis of the trapped cells �Figs. 3�h�
and 3�i�� in a time scale of 600�200 ms. This feature is
required24 in many assays to immediately terminate biochemi-
cal reactions, thus preventing measurement artifacts resulting
from the sample processing. By reducing the average power
of the femtosecond fiber-optic microbeam, microinjection25,26

of impermeable exogenous materials into the trapped cells
was also possible �data not shown�.

3.3 Controlled Guidance and Nanosurgery of
Neuronal Growth Cones

Manipulation of neuronal growth cones using single-fiber op-
tical tweezers and scissors is illustrated in Figs. 4�a�–4�d�.
While irradiation on the growth cone �Fig. 4�a�� of an NG108
neuronal cell with a continuous wave �CW� NIR fiber twee-
zers �power 42 mW� led to initial retraction �Fig. 4�b��, there
was a significant enhancement of growth rate
�29�11 �m /h� as compared to control cells �13�7 �m /h�.
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he standard deviation around the mean was measured on 11
rowth cones. The significance �measured by independent
wo-sample t-test� was observed �Fig. 4�c�� within 15 min of
rradiation. This may be attributed to an induced accumulation
f actins at the leading edge of the growth cone leading to an
nhanced polymerization rate. Higher laser power
50 to 80 mW� led to irreversible retraction. Therefore, the
ower was limited to 42 mW. A laser-induced temperature
ise, leading to enhanced polymerization, can be ruled out
ince the power used here can only increase the local tempera-
ure by less than 1 °C �Ref. 4� However, photochemical
single- or two-photon� effects of a focused 800-nm laser
eam cannot be completely ruled out. It is also significant to
ote that we were able to guide and change the direction of
he neuronal growth cone by repositioning the fiber tweezers
t different locations �Fig. 4�d��. The fact that 13 out of 18
rowth cones changed direction �more than 30 deg� following
he fiber tip as compared to 3 out of 14 in absence of the laser
eam, we confirmed that the turning events are not placebo
ffect. These results are consistent with the theoretical simu-
ations �Fig. 4�e��, which showed that fiber-optic tweezers can
xert directional dipole force and thus transport intracellular

A B

D E

G H

ig. 3 Time-lapse digitized images of trapping, transport, and lysis
ingle-fiber tweezers and scissors �95 mW�. �a� The targeted CHO cell
he fiber tip due to the tweezing beam. �c� Trapping of the cell at the ti
y maneuvering the fiber tip. �f� Switching off the laser beam leading
h� Lysis of cell, 200 ms after laser in pulsed mode ��200 fs, 76 MHz
agnification. Scale bar: 10 �m.
C

F

I

of a biological cell �CHO cell� using axicon tip �cone angle of 60 deg�
away from the fiber tip �marked by arrow�. �b� Movement of the cell toward

p of the fiber. �d� to �e� Transportation of the trapped cell to different location
to movement of the cell away from tip. �g� Trapping after laser is turned on.
� is turned on. �i� Complete lysis of cell after 800 ms. All images are at same
ournal of Biomedical Optics 054049-
C

A B

D

10µµµµm

Fig. 4 Time-lapse digitized images of manipulation of NG108 neuro-
blastoma cells using single-fiber optical tweezers and scissors. �a� Fi-
ber tip positioned near the leading edge of the growth cone �circled�.
�b� Initial retraction at 5 min after irradiation of growth cone with CW
near-infrared �NIR� fiber tweezers �power: 42 mW�. �c� Enhanced
growth within 15 min of irradiation. �d� Change in direction of the
neuronal growth cone after repositioning the fiber tweezers.
September/October 2008 � Vol. 13�5�4
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ctin monomers/oligomers �size� few nm� toward the center
f the focused spot.

By mode locking the NIR tweezers laser beam, at an av-
rage power of 42 mW, the fiber tweezers were transformed
nto fiber-optic laser scissors and were used to perform nano-
urgery at desired locations on the neural processes �circled in
ig. 5�a��. Figure 5�b� shows the lesion made �marked by
rrow� on the axon subsequent to laser nanodissection, which
as followed by a resealing process �Fig. 5�c��. This
icroscopic-controlled nanodissection of neurons followed

y a process of resealing and repair could serve as a useful
odel system for basic and applied studies on neuronal dam-

ge, repair, and regeneration.

.4 Stretching of Neuronal Cells
n order to verify whether the fiber-optic tweezers can exert
orce on the membrane of the neuronal cell, NG108 cells were
rown in suspension and subjected to fiber-optic tweezers.
he cells were stretched by the combined action of two

A

B

C

10µµµµm

ig. 5 �a� Targeted location on the neural processes �circled� for nano-
urgery. �b� Lesion made �marked by arrow� on the axon subsequent
o laser nanodissection �after mode locking the NIR tweezers laser
eam at 42 mW�. �c� Resealing �in the circled region� of the neuronal
rocess after 5 min of surgery.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 054049-
forces: an attractive gradient force due to the fiber-optic twee-
zers at high beam powers pulling the membrane and a scat-
tering force on the membrane as reported in dual-fiber
trapping.27 Figures 6�a�–6�d� illustrate stretching of NG108
neuronal cells in suspension using the single-fiber optical
stretcher �Video 2�. The spherical NG108 neuroblastoma cell
in suspension �a�, became a tear drop �b� and �c� with elon-
gation along the direction of propagation and compression

A

C D

B

10µµµµm

L1

L2

Fig. 6 The size of the NG108 neuroblastoma cell, in suspension �a�,
increased from �b� L1=21.15±0.1 �m just before trapping to �c� L1
=23.00±0.1 �m along the beam axis at trapping power of 120 mW,
and decreased in the perpendicular direction from L2
=21.05±0.1 �m to L2=20.65±0.1 �m. �d� After reducing the power,
the cell returned to its original shape within 120±40 ms. The values
are standard deviation around mean values calculated over six
measurements.

Video 2 Video showing stretching of an NG108 neuronal cell in sus-
pension using the single-fiber optical stretcher. Alignment of intracel-
lular dark �high refractive index� material along the direction of laser
beam propagation can be observed. Repeated stretching could be re-
alized by switching on and off the laser beam. The cell returned to its
original shape after switching off the trapping beam. Video corre-
sponds to data in Fig. 6. Resolution is 320�240 �MPEG, �4 MB�.
�URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1117/1.2983663.2�.
September/October 2008 � Vol. 13�5�5
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long the orthogonal direction. Alignment of intracellular dark
high refractive index� material along the direction of laser
eam propagation was also observed �c�.

After reducing the power, the cell returned to its original
hape �d� within 120�40 ms. Transportation of the cell along
ith the movement of the fiber tip after the stretching opera-

ion could be carried out �Video 3�, ruling out tethering to the
ubstrate. The observed stretching of a cell type with an ex-
ensive cytoskeleton suggests an even greater deformation po-
ential for red blood cells, which lack an internal cytoskeleton.
he single-fiber stretcher should be able to measure the vis-
oelastic properties of different biological cells and thus
onitor the progress of diseases10 or chemicals that affect the

ytoskeleton. It also has an advantage over a dual-fiber optical
tretcher because it avoids the crucial requirement of fiber
lignment.27

Conclusions
n conclusion, single-fiber optical trapping in the far and near
eld was made possible by shaping the axicon-tip cone angle.
he fiber-optic tweezers could be used for trapping of cells as
ell as for controlling the growth rate and direction of neu-

onal growth cones. Further, single-fiber optical stretching of
euronal cells, in suspension, could be achieved by the com-
ined action of attractive gradient and scattering forces on the
ell membrane. By mode locking, the same laser beam
oupled to the micro-axicon-tipped fiber could be transformed
o optical scissors, enabling nanosurgery of neuronal growth
ones. In addition, at high average powers, optical scissors
ere employed for lysis of a three-dimensionally trapped cell

n a fraction of a second. The noninvasive micro-axicon-
ipped optical fiber can be used in multifunctional mode for
n-depth trapping, stretching,27 rotation,28,29 sorting,30 micro-
njection, and ablation as well as for excitation of fluoro-
hores and other light-activated ion channels.31,32 The depth
ttainable by optical micromanipulation not only is enhanced
y a single microfabricated fiber device, but also this technol-
gy could lead to sophisticated sensing and imaging
apabilities33 that can be applied to live cells.

ideo 3 Video showing transportation of a cell along with the move-
ent of the fiber tip after stretching operation; rules out tethering to

he substrate. Video corresponds to data related to Fig. 6. Resolution is
20�480 �MPEG, �3 MB�.
URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1117/1.2983663.3�.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 054049-
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